McGovern Blames Wallace For Defeat


McGovern said Wallace's failure to arrive in his capacity as a member of the House of Representatives would have added several lines to his campaign as a vociferous supporter of Sen. Nixon and a liberal of his own belief.

The Democratic nominee also acknowledged that his visit to the House of Representatives would have added several lines to his campaign as a vociferous supporter of Sen. Nixon and a liberal of his own belief.

The Senate was adjourned because of the absence of Gov. George C. Wallace in the Senate.

We cannot vote for Sen. Nixon unless he is present in this chamber, but with his absence we have a chance to get our message across.

If we believe Sen. Nixon is a statesman on the issue of civil rights, then let us make him our candidate.

We believe Sen. Nixon is a statesman on the issue of civil rights, but with his absence we have a chance to get our message across.

Car Wreck Spills FSB Investigation

CARTAGENA, COLO. (UPI) -- The FBI and the Oklahoma Highway Patrol have now closed an investigation into a car crash that occurred on the morning of Thursday, April 16.

The crash occurred on the morning of Thursday, April 16, and involved a vehicle being driven by a suspect wanted in connection with a bank robbery in Oklahoma City.

The suspect, identified as Robert J. Smith, was driving a stolen car when he collided with another vehicle.

The suspect was transported to a local hospital with non-life threatening injuries.

The investigation is ongoing and no further details are available at this time.

Third Party Status Shaky

The Libertarian Party is currently in a state of flux due to internal disputes over the party's role in the 2024 presidential election.

On the one hand, the party's national leadership is hoping to capitalize on the growing popularity of third-party candidates in the 2024 election cycle.

On the other hand, there are concerns within the party about the potential impact of third-party candidates on the outcome of the election.

The Libertarian Party's status as a third-party is tenuous at best, and it remains to be seen whether the party will be able to field a viable candidate in the 2024 election.

3 Mansion Girls Held In Slayings

SAINT LOUIS, MO. (UPI) -- Three young women were killed in a shooting at a mansion in Saint Louis on Monday, June 12.

The victims were identified as 20-year-old Kelly Brown, 21-year-old Samantha Johnson, and 22-year-old Malika Williams.

The three women were found in the mansion with apparent gunshot wounds.

The investigation is ongoing, and it is unclear at this time whether the deaths were a result of a gang-related incident or a targeted murder.
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Cold Blast, Killer Storm Buffet U.S.

The National Weather Service reported that a powerful cold front hit the eastern United States, bringing strong winds and freezing temperatures. In some areas, the cold snap caused power outages and reduced visibility on the roads. The National Weather Service issued warnings for frostbite and hypothermia in affected regions.

Weather

Police Policy Draws Dozens Of Women

The police department has come under scrutiny for its policies concerning the treatment of women. Dozens of women have filed complaints alleging that they were treated unfairly or with negligence. The department is investigating these allegations and working to address any systemic issues.

Movie

McGovern

The political landscape was shaped by the candidacy of McGovern, who ran for president on the Democratic ticket. Despite early success, his campaign ultimately faltered, leading to a significant loss.

McGovern

Glen Fears Hits 500,000 Sales Mark

Glen Fears, a country music star, celebrated reaching the 500,000 sales mark for one of his albums. The success of the album is a testament to Fears’ talent and impact on the music industry.

Stock Mart

Stock Mart Sets Record

Stock Mart, a well-known company, set a new record for sales in the current quarter. The company attributes its success to innovative marketing strategies and a focus on customer satisfaction.

Road Toll Adds 5

The city faced a challenge in increasing the road toll, which affected the local economy. The city is exploring options to mitigate the impact of this measure.

Rights

Warner and Family of Turner on the Campaign Trail

Warner and his family traveled extensively during the campaign, focusing on key issues and strategies. The campaign highlighted Warner’s vision for the future and his commitment to the people of the region.

Movie

We've Got This

Doo Richards

Blazer In Your Size For Only $65.99

Bassett

Bassett

Save on Famous Brand Bedding... Direct From Levitz Warehouse Today! Greater Savings...Greater Selection...Greater Availability! Today Only 10-10

ENTIRE STOCK 30% to 60% OFF

30% to 60% OFF

ALL MENS CLOTHING MUST BE SACRIFICED

Open 12 to 6 Sunday 10 to 6 Weekdays

503 N W 23rd
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Couples Wed, Establish New Homes

Helen Help Us! 'Coupons' Could Aid Hitchhikers In U.S.A.

Matilda Ward's Rites Wednesday

Journal Entries
OSU Center Sets Crafts Workshop

Helen Help Us! 'Coupons' Could Aid Hitchhikers In U.S.A.

Bridal Notes

Mattila Ward's Rites Wednesday

A Gift From The Wawel Palace, Zales "Ring Of Life"

Hall Blasts Gas Deal

NOTICE!
Sarah Churchill

Hall Blasts Gas Deal

Voting Set At Choctaw

To Each His Own

Something Beautiful Happens to Every Body in There... Brass that Fashion The Figure by Bali

POTPOURRI

Weather Word

"The Hour of Decision"

NOTICE!
Sarah Churchill

Hall Blasts Gas Deal

To Each His Own

"The Hour of Decision"
**Book Fair To Feature 10**

This month's book fair features a selection of 10 books from various genres. The fair will be held on Saturday, November 11, at the City Library. Among the featured books are "The Great Gatsby" by F. Scott Fitzgerald, "To Kill a Mockingbird" by Harper Lee, and "1984" by George Orwell. Visitors are encouraged to browse the collection and purchase their favorite reads.

**Arts Topic Planned By City Businessmen**

OCU Music Pupils Win Top Honors

The OCU music pupils were awarded top honors in the annual music competition. The pupils, who are part of the university's music department, performed a variety of classical and contemporary pieces. The event was held at the City Auditorium on November 10, and was attended by a large audience.

**Tragedy By Ibsen Scheduled**

"Tragedy By Ibsen" is scheduled to be performed at the City Theater on November 12. The play, written by the Norwegian playwright Henrik Ibsen, is a classic work of literature that explores themes of love, betrayal, and human nature. Tickets are available at the theater box office or online.

**Rights Bill Wins Praise**

The rights bill, which aims to protect the rights of workers in the country, has received widespread praise from various organizations and individuals. The bill, which was introduced by Senator Smith, was passed by the Senate last week and is now awaiting approval by the House of Representatives.

**Burlesque Show in Town**

The Burlesque Show is coming to town on November 13. The show features a variety of performers, including dancers, singers, and comedians. Tickets are available at the box office or online.

**One-Man Art Show Planned**

Ray Charles and the Blues Band are scheduled to perform at the City Theater on November 14. The band is known for their soulful sound and entertaining performances, and is expected to draw a large crowd.
Bill Tharp
Rain, Rain Go Away

I'M ABOUT all hour when mother's head is in the air or my feet are on the floor. It's a small world, and I couldn't possibly be a part of it if I tried. I'm not sure if she's aware of it, but I'm always hanging out in the house, just waiting for something to happen. I've been known to spend hours playing with my toys, or maybe even just staring out the window, thinking about how much better things could be. I've always been a bit of a dreamer, and I think that's part of the reason why I'm not always the most active member of the family.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

There is no place in the state where there is a better chance for a person to participate in the political process than there is in the state of Oklahoma. The government of Oklahoma is based on the principle of popular sovereignty, and our citizens have a constitutional right to participate in the making of laws. The Constitution of Oklahoma guarantees the right of every citizen to vote in all elections, to hold office, and to participate in the legislative process.

Tom Braden
A Tale Of Two Cities

I don't know why, but I just can't seem to find the words to express how I feel about this. It's like there's something missing, some part of me that's not quite right. I don't know if it's the air here or the people, but I just don't feel like myself. I've been here for a while now, and I still don't feel like I fit in. It's like I'm stuck in a place where I don't belong, and I don't know how to get out.

William F. Buckley Jr.
Fire The Chairperson?

This is what it means to be a chairperson. It means standing in front of a room full of people, with all eyes on you, and making decisions that will impact the lives of others. It means being a leader, and being accountable for the actions of those who work for you. It means being a part of something bigger than yourself, and making sure that everything is done in the best interest of the organization.

State Editors Say

Do It, Dawsy! You're Our Man!

In the world of politics, there's always someone trying to make a name for themselves. Some are good at it, and some are not. But one thing is for sure: it's not easy. The pressure is always on, and the stakes are high. It takes a special kind of person to make it in this world, and I think that Dawsy has the qualities to succeed. He has a track record of success, and he knows how to get things done. He's the kind of person who can take on any challenge, and come out on top. So let's do it, Dawsy! You're our man!
Midwest City
Drugs Found

Prothero Asks Rockne's Ghost For Help

Cleveland Nips Chargers, 21-17

Sooners Not Overlooking Kansas

Pat Coach Quits Job

Is Character Important?

Heisman Voting Studied

Gag Rule Eased In Big Eight
Injury Caused Edmond Star To Miss His Goal

Wylie Named Scholar-Athlete

Liberty Likes I-State, Tigers

Proctor Elected To PGA Office

Sun Bowl Rates Buffs Top Choice

Market Summaries

Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange
Jeane Dixon's Astrological Forecast

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1972

Wings and Wonder in the East Wing — The Sun enters Sagittarius, bringing a sense of adventure and exploration. Be open to new ideas and experiences.

JUPITER ALIEN (Dec. 12-Dec. 21) — The planet of growth and expansion is in a new sign, ready to open doors and provide opportunities for growth. Trust in your intuition.

VENUS IN SCORPIO (Oct. 26-Nov. 21) — The planet of love and beauty is in a sign of transformation. Relationships may undergo change, but deep connections can be formed.

MERCURY IN SCORPIO (Oct. 31-Nov. 21) — Communication may be intense and direct. Be clear in your expressions and listen actively.

RED HOT SPECIALS

TRANSMISSION TUNE UP

$21.50

This offer expires tonight! Offer expires Nov. 17th. Please bring this ad.

Quick Service for Today's DOWNTOWN

604 W. Main 332-208

TODAY'S WORD — HISTORY

REMEMBER THIS DAY:

November 15, 1972

The first successful landing of a man on the moon occurred.

DAILY WORD GAME

Find words hidden in the words.

SOLVE THE PUZZLE

Enjoy a word search and guess game.